H&S and Dead Trees
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
In my experience the trees most likely to either blow down or drop branches are live
trees, especially in full leaf. Oak seem very prone to drop large branches and Birch
break off quite readily in gales. Elm, if there any left, is one of the really dangerous dead
trees. Dead trees will of course slowly fall to pieces as the decay progresses but as
Richard so rightly say's dead wood standing, lying or hung up is such an important part
of a functioning ecosystem. So when is a tree safe? The problem is that some people
seem to get a buzz from walking in a wood in a force 7 gale. Or maybe they have a
false sense of security being amongst trees, personally I would keep out of any wood in
a gale. However, unless you lock the gates and say danger keep out in a gale, will most
bother to read a standard information board about the potential hazard?
Frank Mawby
I heartily recommend a look at the Visitor Safety in the Countryside Group web site,
which presents a lot of sound advice in assessing how to manage risk in relation to
visitors. One key element here looks at the issue of zoning a site in terms of the self
reliance of visitors (near a car park this is lower than half way down, say Cheddar
Gorge), and the levels of intervention are decided from this.
This zoning exercise is akin to the Trust's tree inspection methodology, where the site is
zoned according to the perceived likelihood of a person being in the way when a tree or
branch falls - thus roadsides and heavily visited areas are subject to greater scrutiny and
lower tolerance of hazardous trees than is the middle of a field or deep within a wood.
http://www.vscg.co.uk/guiding-principles/
The other guides to tree safety worth looking at are the 2 DETR publications, one on the
body language of trees, and the other a Forestry Commission guide to tree safety
management.
David Hodd
Countryside Manager, Purbeck Estate
The National Trust
Rudyard Kipling would agree with you Frank
'Ellum she hateth mankind and waiteth
Till every gust be laid
To drop a limb on the head of him
That anyway trusts her shade'
You have no idea how long I have waited for the opportunity to quote those lines within
an appropriate context. Many thanks

Bill
would rather trust an ellum (or what are left of them) than an ashum!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
cheers Sam

